A chemostat culture as a tool for the improvement of a recombinant E. coli strain over-producing penicillin G acylase.
The recombinant strain RE3(pKA18) of Escherichia coli constitutively overproduces penicillin G acylase (PGA) from plasmid-borne gene pga. The host strain RE3 bears the same pga gene on its chromosome, the expression of which is controlled by the natural mechanism of induction with phenylacetic acid (PA). To evaluate the maximum biosynthetic capacity for PGA, induction of the chromosomal pga by PA was studied in a culture of the recombinant strain. PGA production by batch cultures of RE3(pKA18) and RE3 showed a different response to the addition of PA to the medium: while an addition of PA induces PGA in a culture of strain RE3 as expected, in recombinant cells it lowers the specific activity of PGA and a large amount of PGA is released into the culture medium. To improve the PGA production, the strain RE3(pKA18) was cultured in a carbon-limited chemostat and subjected to selection pressure in a medium supplemented with phenylacetic acid amide (PAA). Phenylacetic acid amide served as a source of nitrogen, an inducer of PGA and a factor exerting positive selection pressure on the maintenance of the recombinant plasmid. After 130 generations of growth in the presence of the inducer, no recombinant strain with constitutive expression of the chromosomal gene pga was detected in the prevailing P(+) subpopulation in the chemostat. Shake-flask experiments with the parent recombinant strain RE3(pKA18), host strain RE3, chemostat evolvant ERE3(epKA18), the cured host ERE3 alone, and its derivative after retransformation with ancestral plasmid ERE3(pKA18) showed that inactivation of the plasmid-borne pga by a frame-shift mutation (plasmid epKA18) occurred in the plasmid-bearing subpopulation accumulated in the chemostat. Marked adaptive changes evolved in the host ERE3 during a 130 generation culture: (1) the specific growth rate of the host increased by 30% in a medium without PA, (2) the copy number of plasmids pKA18 and epKA18 in the host cultured in PA-free medium dropped by about 40%, and (3) the leakage of PGA from the cell in the presence of PA found in strain RE3(pKA18) was not observed in strain ERE3(pKA18). This new recombinant strain with modified traits was constructed by means of retransformation of the evolved host ERE3 with ancestral plasmid pKA18.